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Abstract— Artificial neural network (ANN) finds its
application in communication engineering in a diverse areas
such as channel equalization, channel modelling, error
control code because of its capability of nonlinear
processing, adaptability, and parallel processing. On the
other hand, the wavelet transform (WT) with both the time
and the frequency resolution provides the exact
representation of signal in both domains. Applying these
modern tools to signal processing in channel equalization
and digital signal detection provide an enhanced
performance compared to the traditional tools. In this
paper, the slot error rate (SER) performance of digital pulse
interval modulation (DPIM) in diffuse indoor optical
wireless links employing equalization using discrete WT
(DWT) and ANN is reported. The simulation results show
that a performance gain of ~ 8 dB is achieved by utilizing
the new approach compared to the traditional approach
based on the finite impulse response (FIR) digital filters.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The increasing popularity of files and video sharing and
the possibility of digital radio and TV broadcast over the
internet have already put a huge bandwidth demand on the
personal communication systems. On the other hand, the
fourth generation communications promise to support
multiple applications and a higher bandwidth per user
(more than 100 Mbps) for both indoor and outdoor
applications [1]. This will place an enormous challenge on
already congested microwave and radio frequency (RF)
spectrum with limited capacities. However, the solution
to the bandwidth congestion and the ‘last mile access’
bottleneck, would be to employ optical communications.
Though optical wireless (OW) communication is not a
new technology, the recent profuse demand in bandwidth
makes it a real contender for the primary medium in
personal communication for the future applications. In
fact, combination of fibre optics, indoor and outdoor OW
links can readily overcome the problem of last mile access
for a foreseeable future. In fact, the largest installed shortrange wireless communication links are optical rather than
RF [2]. In outdoor applications we are seeing a growing
range of OW system covering rages up to 5-6 km at a
reasonable cost. In indoor environment, we have also seen
growth in research activities and availability of device for
certain application such HDTV, high-speed down load
station, to name a few [3, 4]. However, mobility and cost
are important issues compared with the RF links.
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The basic system model for in-house OW
communication was first developed by Gfeller and Bapst
in 1979 [5] but the extensive study of channel capacity,
channel modelling as well as modulation techniques were
done mostly in late nineties [6-10]. A number of
modulation techniques with certain distinctive features
have been proposed. On-off keying (OOK), the most
basic, requires a high average optical power, whereas
pulse position modulation (PPM) offers power efficiency
but at the cost of a higher bandwidth requirement and it is
also more susceptible to the multipath induced
intersymbol interference (ISI) in non-line-of-site (nonLOS) links as well as requiring both the slot and symbol
synchronization. Differential PPM (DPPM) [11] and
digital pulse interval modulation (DPIM) [12] with builtin symbol synchronization provide improved throughputs
and efficient utilization of the available bandwidth. DPPM
and DPIM symbols with guard slots also offer a degree of
immunity to the ISI. In a highly dispersive channel, the
unequalized error performances of PPM, DPPM and
DPIM are rather inferior compared with the OOK. A
number of equalization techniques have been investigated
for these modulation schemes [4, 7, 11, 12]. Though the
maximum likelihood sequence detector (MLSD) is the
optimum solution, it is not suitable for variable symbol
length modulation schemes of DPPM and DPIM for
practical reasons [12]. Hence sub-optimum solutions like
decision feedback equalizer would be the preferred option
[11, 12]. But equalization based on the finite impulse
response (FIR) filter suffers from severe performance
degradation in time varying and non-linear channels [13].
However, defining equalization as a pattern
classification problem have open the possibility of
utilizing ANN [14, 15]. Furthermore, combining ANN
with the WT for signal processing in dispersive
environment have shown promising results [16]. In [17] it
has been reported that ANN with adaptability and
nonlinear processing capability is a perfect tool for signal
detection for non-Gaussian, nonlinear and time-varying
channel. In [14, 16] the concept has been taken further by
employing the continuous WT (CWT) for the feature
extraction and ANN for the pattern classification at the
receiver. The ANN is an adaptive system with learning
capabilities. The learning process can further be enhanced
(i.e. faster convergence) by removing the noise from the
training signal and reducing the number of input (if
possible). It is possible to reduce the WT coefficients
(hence reduce learning time for ANN) by DWT.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the unequalized DPIM system

Moreover denoising is possible with DWT, thus offering
more flexibility. In this paper a hybrid DWT-ANN is
adopted for signal detection and channel equalization for
diffuse indoor OW link employing DPIM scheme.
The paper is organised as follows: the channel model
for non-LOS indoor optical system is outline in Section 2
with brief introduction to DPIM and error probability of
DPIM in diffuse environment. The proposed DWT-ANN
based equalizer is described in Section 3 and the error
performance of the proposed system is reported in the
Section 4 with comparison to the linear equalizer. Finally,
the conclusion is given in Section 5.
DPIM, INDOOR OW CHANNEL MODEL AND
UNEQUALIZED PERFORMANCE
DPIM is an anisochronous modulation technique, in
which each block of M (=log2L) data bits is mapped to one
of L possible symbols of different length. Every symbol
begins with a pulse, followed by a series of empty slots,
the number of which is dependent on the decimal value of
the block of data bits being encoded. In order to avoid
symbols in which the time between adjacent pulses is
zero, an additional guard band of one or more slots may
be added to each symbol immediately following the pulse.
Detailed information about DPIM can be found in [12]. In
this work, our main focus is on the DPIM with no guard
slot. Hence, unless stated otherwise, DPIM in the paper
refers to the case with no guard slots.
Assuming independent and identically-distributed (iid)
0.5
1
random data, the average symbol length is
and slot duration, Ts in terms bit duration Tb is defined as:
[12].
For the ideal channel without multipath distortion and
additive white Gaussian noise, the slot error probability
Pse for a matched filter based receiver with a threshold
level set mid way between the low and high levels can be
approximated as [18]:
II.

1
2

η

;

(1)

where R is the photodetector responsivity, η is the noise
spectral density and Pavg is the average transmitted optical
signal power and Rb is the bit rate.
However, in a multipath channel, which is completely
characterised by its impulse response h(t), the Pse is
calculated by summing the error probabilities in all
possible sequences [12].
The RMS delay spread Drms is a parameter which is
commonly used to quantify the time dispersive properties
of multipath channels. Carruthers and Kahn [6] have
developed the ceiling bounce model to represent the
channel with an impulse response h(t) given by:

6 0.1
0.1

;

(2)

where u(t) is the unit step function.
The power penalties associated with the dispersive
channel may be separated into two factors: optical path
loss and multipath dispersion [4]. In this paper, the
consideration is limited to the power penalty due to
multipath propagation only. Consequently, the channel
impulse response is normalised by making area under the
impulse response curve to 1.
A block diagram of the unequalized DPIM system
under consideration is shown in Fig. 1. The discrete-time
impulse response of the cascaded system is given as [19]:
|
(3)
;
where is the sampling time. is normally equal to
⁄ ), where n is a positive
integral fraction of Ts( i.e.
integer. Unless the channel is nondispersive, contains a
zero tap, a single precursor tap (with the largest
magnitude) and possibly multiple postcursor taps. On a
non-dispersive channel, the optimum sampling point, i.e.
the point that minimises the probability of error, occurs at
the end of each slot period Ts. However, on dispersive
channels, the optimum sampling point changes as the
severity of ISI changes. The receiver filter output
, in the
corresponding to the penultimate bit for
absence of noise, is given by [19]:
2

|

;

(4)

0, 1 is the value of
where ai is the m-bit sequence,
the penultimate bit in ai, m is the number of taps. Details
analysis and results of the power plenty occurred due to
the multipath propagation in DPIM system is further
discussed in [12] and interested readers are suggested to
refer it. However, it is to be noted that the power plenty in
unequalized DPIM increased exponentially with
increasing delay spread and the average optical power
required to achieve a desirable error performance is
impractical for all values of Dt > 0.1. Since symbol
boundaries are not known prior to detection, practical
implementation of MLSD for DPIM is not feasible. Hence
suboptimal decision feedback equalization is preferred
choice.
WAVELET TRANSFORM AND ARTIFICIAL NEURAL
NETWORK BASED RECEIVER
A substantial work on CWT and ANN based receiver
for OOK was done by Dickenson and Ghassemlooy [16,
20, 21]. Similar approach of equalization is considered
here for different modulation technique. The system
complexity is reduced by implementing DWT and
removing redundant WT coefficient.
III.
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TABLE I.
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

b̂ j

n

Figure 2. (a) The block diagram of the WT-ANN based receiver
(b) The 3-bit sliding window for decoding the central bit

The receiver design for WT-ANN based receiver for
DPIM is shown in the Fig. 2(a). Fundamentally, the
equalizer block in the traditional digital communication
receiver is replaced by the DWT-ANN in the new
approach. The received signal (see Fig.1) Z(t) is sampled
at ⁄ , where n >1, an integer, i.e. multiple samples per
slot are taken. The received signal is decimated into
discrete W-slot sample lengths, where the sample
information content is changed by one slot. Fig. 2(b)
shows an example for W = 3, which can be thought of a 3slot sliding window that can slide by one slot at a time.
The DWT of each sliding window is taken and wavelet
coefficients with/without further processing are applied to
the ANN for signal classification. A different sliding
window length is possible but the previous results for
OOK showed that the sliding window of 3 is the optimum.
There is a possibility to use different mother wavelet
and our study had shown that the performance variation of
~1 dB occur with the choice of mother wavelet. The
discrete Meyer wavelet shows the best performance and
hence it is adopted for all simulation results presented in
this paper.
The wavelet coefficients can be further processed to
denoise the signal. Denoising can be done either by ‘soft‘
or ‘hard’ thresholding on the detail coefficients [22]. The
mathematical analysis and algorithm for thresholding can
be found in [22] and references there-in. The thresholding
forces a number of coefficients to zero values. The
coefficients with zero magnitude have no significant
contribution to the training of the ANN. In fact, these
coefficients make the learning task difficult. Hence the
redundant detail coefficients are discarded before applying
to ANN. It is observed that discarding these detail
coefficients makes the training of ANN more efficient and
leads to quick convergence of computation.
ANN used for the detection proposed is a feedforward
backpropagation multilayer perceptron (MLP) with an
input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. The
number of neurons in the hidden layer and output layer is
4 and one respectively and the transfer functions utilized
are log-sigmoid and tan-sigmoid respectively. The ANN is
first trained using 100 DPIM symbols at the operating
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to adjust free parameters
(weights and bias). The trained ANN is used for signal
detection and equalization. The target of the learning
process is to reduce the error signal, the difference of the

Parameters
Data rate Rb

200 Mbps

Value

Channel RMS delay spread Drms

1-10 ns

No. of samples per bit

16

Mother wavelet

Discrete Meyer

ANN type

Feed-forward back propagation

No. of neural layers

2

No. of neurons in hidden layer

4

No. of neurons in output layer

1

ANN activation function

log-sigmoid, tan-sigmoid

ANN training algorithm
ANN training sequence

Scaled conjugate
algorithm
100 symbols

Minimum error

1-30

Minimum gradient

1-30

DWT levels

3

gradient

actual output from ANN and the target output. Different
algorithms exist for adjusting these free parameters, but to
save space, it will be discussed elsewhere. The interested
readers can refer to the standard texts on ANN like [23].
The output of ANN is sliced to force the output to binary
values. The output of slicer (see Fig. 1) is compared with
the original DPIM sequence to calculate the error rate.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the system diagram shown in Fig. 2, the SER
of DPIM system with DWT-ANN based receiver
simulated in Matlab. The simulation flowchart is given in
Fig.3 with detail simulation parameters listed in Table I.
Figure 4 shows the SER performance against the SNR
for DPIM system with DWT-ANN based receiver at the
data rate of 200 Mbps for delay spreads ranging 1-10 ns.
Also shown is the SER performance of the unequalized
and the adaptive linear equalizer DPIM for the same range
of delay spread. The DWT-ANN based receiver show the
best SER performance for all range of delay spread while
unequalized DPIM reveal the worst error performance.
The unequalized error performance is not practically
acceptable for highly diffuse channel like channels with
Drms of > 5ns. The results also illustrate that equalization
and denoising based on the DWT-ANN show a marked
improvement in the SER performance compared with the
linear equalizer for all values of the delay spread. The
SNR gain at the SER of 10-5 is ~8.6 dB closely matching
the previously reported SNR gain of 7.5dB for the OOK
with return-to-zero signal format [20]. The extra gain can
be attributed to the proper selection of the wavelet. For
example, a performance difference of ~1 dB in SNR at
SER of 10-5 can be achieved by using a discrete Meyer
wavelet compared to the Haar wavelet. The gain is higher
for low values of the delay spread. Further improvement
in SER performance can be achieved by using error
control coding.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have conducted a comparative study
of the DWT-ANN and the linear equalizer for non-LOS
diffuse indoor OW channel. Results presented show that
the former display a marked improvement in the error
performance offering an SNR gain of almost 8 dB at SER
of 10-5 at data rate of 200 Mbps for all values of channel
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Figure 4.
4 The SER performance against thhe SNR for unequ
ualized,
Linearlly equalized and a DWT-ANN bassed receiver at daata rate
of 200
2 Mbps for difffuse links with Drms of 1, 5 and 10 ns.

Figure 3. Thee simulation flow
wchart for the SER
R of
DPIM using the DWT-ANN receiver
r
in non-L
LOS
links

delay spreadd. However, at
a the presentt time DWT-A
ANN
equalizer is complex but with the rappid increase inn the
processing tiime of computer this willl no longer be
b an
issue.
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